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Preface

Dear customers,

the world is changing and so is the behavior of the consu-
mers. While top speed and power have been paramount in 
the past, today rather the consumption and being practical 
have come to the focus. For more than 100 years the combu-
stion engine has been further optimized in order to achieve 
the best power-consumption-ratio. At the same time not only 
the engines but also the transmissions contributed heavily 
to this high efficiency. More and more gears were added to 
transmissions to facilitate the use of the engine’s perfect point 
of consumption. The resulting effect for the consumption 
is remarkable. Some people may say: ‘A vehicle in the 1980s 
did not have a higher consumption.’ Sure, but considering 
the weight of the vehicle (which unfortunately becomes ever 
higher due to safety aspects) it is nevertheless astonishing 
how little fuel high-performance vehicle consume. But the 
exhaust gas problem has not been solved yet. Especially in 
urban environment the air pollution is so heavy that the go-

vernment has had to take action recently. A possible solution 
for this problem is the electrification of the individual mobili-
ty. In this process the combustion engine plays a part as well 
as electric motors. Driving entirely electrically reveals com-
pletely new tasks. While in the past quality problems have 
been the main issue, it is in times of e-drive mobility rather an 
acoustic problem. While in the past the combustion caused 
the characteristic sound, today it is rather the transmission 
with the electric motor. No manufacturer would like to hear 
the sound of a tram in his vehicle, even though the same prin-
ciple is used. 
To avoid a bad hearing experience for the end customer we 
especially developed for the e-drive end-of-line testing spe-
cial methods to detect these acoustic amoralities. Of cause 
the special detection methods for unexpected production 
errors are still included. On the following pages we will intro-
duce the highlights of the new eol-ANALYSER v3.

Your Reilhofer Team
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Highlights of the Acoustic Evaluation with eol-ANALYSER v3

Fixed thresholds for defined noise emission
E.g. for tooth mesh / line tracking / special components etc.

Automatic threshold for unexpected production failures
E.g. missed production steps / bad bearings /assembly errors

Torque-Amplitude track for the tooth mesh

Order spectrum with tolerances 
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Quality Monitoring
By saving all results for each measured test item proof can be provided for several years. Also saving the raw data and expor-
ting it in Asam defined files for data post-processing for various calculations, e.g. for the NVH department, is possible.

Production Stability
Via the eol-ANALYSER v3 evaluation it is possible to present the production stability of the overall process easily in a graph 
and to intervene, if necessary, in order to avoid the production of rejects.

Heatmap over 250 test items

Line sum for certain components
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Application
• complete e-drive test benches

• E-motor test benches

• E-reduction-gearbox test benches

• transmission - automatic / manual / double clutch / CVT test benches

• engine cold-test/ hot-test test benches

 
Procedures
• general procedures for powertrain tests

• special procedures for e-drive application tests

• special procedures for combustion engine tests

• special procedures for transmission tests

The eol-ANALYSER v3 provides more than 26 procedures tailored for different requirements of the individual applications. 

 
Test Steps
The eol-ANALYSER v3 is able to use different signals to detect the test steps. The classic digital test bit that comes from the 
test bench or different parameters such as speed, torque etc. can be used for the definition of the test step. When e.g. a certain 
speed/torque ramp shall be measured, this ramp can be divided into different segments. Also a combination of digital bits 
and different parameters is possible. 

Example of a profile step:
Torque-Amplitude track and its harmonics.

Torque-Amplitude

Speed-Amplitude
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Examples of possible Failures 
 engines with bearing damage ( e.g. main bearing, big end bearing)
 balance shaft is stuck; staggered assembly
 hydraulic tappets cannot be inflated; empty
 crankshaft unbalance
 gearbox whine
 unbalance
 bearing damage
 gear shift quality
 balance shaft toothing
 etc.

Failure Analysis
Online evaluation via ROC (Reilhofer Order Calculator) facilitates the failure analysis directly at the test bench.

Short Measurement Time
The measurement and evaluation time is adjusted individually for each customer to the respective application. The mini-
mum time for each test point is less than 3 seconds.

Sensors
Uniaxial or 3-axis acceleration sensors and up to 8 structure-born sound signals can be connected to the eol-ANALYSER v3. 
Furthermore it is also possible to connect the acoustic-LASER of Reilhofer KG to the system.

Communication Test Bench / eol-ANALYSER v3
Diverse BUS (Profi / CAN ) Profi NET / MOD-BUS etc. as well as analog and digital in- and outputs are available for the Test Bench 
communication.

Integration into Test Bench
The eol-ANALYSER v3 can be integrated into already existing test benches as well as new test benches without any problems.

acoustic-LASER (optional)

Example of a test bench connection
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Network Integration 

When using multiple eol-ANALYSER v3 it is advisable to have a complete database with all data of the different test benches. 
The server database (CDB) communicates with the individual test benches on which a local client database (LDB) has been 
installed. All settings and references of the respective test item are saved at the local database. If the communication with 
the server database is disconnected incoming data are cached at the local database and when reconnected replicated to the 
server database. This approach guarantees that no data are lost. All local client databases operate in the raid 1 mode which 
means that a mirrored database is created to be prepared in case a hard drive failure occurs.

Integration of serveral eol-ANALYSER v3 on one server and their access
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Software at the test bench  

Software Overview 

Sample Evaluation

User Interface 

evaluation.NET
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config.NET

Abb. 9: Konfiguration der 8 Körperschallsensoren

Sample Evaluation

Sample configuration profile step
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Reilhofer Order Calculator (ROC)

This unique concept allows to map the test item or the whole powertrain quickly and easily. Thanks to the divers integrated 
component modules for e.g. tooth wheels, bearings, balance shaft modules, oil pumps or natural spring frequencies, com-
plex engines and transmissions as well as e-drive can be simulated in detail.  

The subsequent automatic calculation of the relevant components as well as the integration into the eol-ANALYSER v3 soft-
ware allows even “non-vibration-experts” to analyze and display the components. Depending on requirements, the engine 
or gear unit can be presented separately or in combination.

Example of an e-drive with integrated bearings

Order calculation
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Globale Failure Database (GFD)

Some defects such as mixed friction effects or housing cracks manifest themselves independently from the rotation, which 
is why the resulting vibrations patterns can be computed in advance. When comparing similar error patterns of test items 
with identical construction, though, a respective vibration pattern for this specific error pattern can be derived. To present 
and archive this valuable know-how with the greatest possible benefit for the user, we developed the Global Failure Data-
base. In this way, even “non-vibration-experts” are able to purposefully analyze the position of respective failures via pattern 
matching immediately.

To enable not only one production site or even only one department to benefit from this experience-based knowledge, we 
offer you the possibility to globally use the standardized archive. This is a useful measure, since most of our customers and 
prospective users are using a higher number of NVH-systems in development and/or production.
Valuable knowledge, measurement results and experiences are generated daily at each location of use. Via the Global Failure 
Database this knowledge can be summarized and made available to all responsible personnel on all production sites. The 
Global Failure Database allows you to actively and efficiently interconnect all departments involved in the development and 
life cycle of the product.

Global Failure Database with statistics function

Display of individual cases at the Global Failure Database
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Sensors

Both ICP (constant current) and diff erential voltage sensors can be used to detect structure-borne noise. Depending on 
the application, the use of uni-axial sensors or 3-axis- sensors is recom-
mended. The eol-ANALYSERv3 can measure up to 8 structure-borne noi-
se sensors simultaneously and process the data.

DThe number or positioning of the accelerometers is not the only decisive factor for the measurement results. The mounting 
relative to the test specimen is also of great importance. You will get the best results if you can screw the accelerometer directly 
onto the test object. Unfortunately, due to the short cycle times, this is usually not feasible in ongoing production. In such cases, 
we recommend mounting on the test bench, e.g. near the fi xing points of the test specimen. This method is suitable as long as 
the specimen is fi rmly clamped to the test bench.
If the sensor only rests on its own weight, a reproducible mounting of a vibration sensor is not possible. Then a non-contact 
measuring method becomes mandatory. We advise against solutions which hold down the sensor by means of pneumatics 
or hydraulics in order to create a frictional connection. These are spring-mass systems, which simply spring away the small 
changes to the normal behaviour, making the analysis and determination of limit values extremely diffi  cult.

For non-contact measurement, so-called laser vibrometers are mainly used to record 
the surface vibration by means of optical waves. Today‘s lasers are just as good as a 
structure-borne noise sensor mounted on the test object.

The advantages are the more distance positioning of the 
laser with good resolution. In addition, only a very small 
area is required for measurement. The mainte-
nance intervals and the higher acquisition costs 

are detrimental. An alternative solution between fi xed sensor and laser is our acoustic 
laser, which works with ultrasound. It does not touch the test specimen, but must be positioned 
at a distance of approx. 5 cm from the test specimen.

Another possibility for the fi nal inspection is the airborne sound, which is measured by micro-
phones. This can be used to evaluate the sound level.
Another possibility for the fi nal inspection is the airborne sound, which is measured by micro-

Uni-Axial Sensor

Laservibrometer

acoustic Laser 

Mikrophone

3 Axis Sensor
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Technical specification

Measuring device:

Signal inputs 8 independent acceleration channels
4 speed channels
1 start pulse

Input sensitivity ± 1 mV - ±10 V

Input filter Adjustable low-pass filter
Adjustable high-pass filter

Sensor supply 5V 
Constant current supply (ICP)

A-to-D conversion 16 Bit

Sampling rate Freely programmable; 1 Msps/s max.

Rotational speed signal 1 – 8192 trigger pulses per revolution
1 MHz max.

Dimensions Rack 483 mm (19 “), 3U, 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz, 120W

Operating temperature -10 °C / +55 °C, IP 30, protection class I

Signals/data processing

Frequency – and order analysis Realtime, 
adjustable up to 131,072 lines

Data storage SQL database

Visualisation computer

Industrial PC State-of-the-art, RAID 1, 
Rack 483 mm (19 “) 4 U 
110 / 230V, 50 / 60Hz, 400W

Operating system Windows 10

Communication Company intranet

Control/communication

Inputs 16 digital inputs 24 VDC
8 analogue channels ±10V

Outputs 16 digital outputs 24 VDC
8 analogue channels ±10V

Communication CAN, Profibus DP, Modbus / TCP, 
Profinet, Ethercat, FTP

Ethernet: 100 / 1000 Mbit/s
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Images eol-ANALYSER v3 

eol-ANALYSER v3

eol-ANALYSER v3 front side and back side
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References

Volvo Truck

Volvo Car
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